GTX Case Study
Power Utility Sector

Where Paper and CAD Connect

GTX HELP POWER INGENCO'S INGENUITY
Ingenco - the name is
derived from the
word Ingenuity.
Ingenco - the
company is a recent
spin-off of Scottish
Power's Technology
Division. It is rapidly
emerging as one of
Scotland's and the
UK's most innovative
companies, as it
becomes a centre for
engineering and
scientific excellence
for the management
of heat, power and
telecommunications
systems.

With their Headquarters in East
Kilbride Scotland, Ingenco has
operational bases and offices
throughout the UK including
London, Prenton, Newtown and
Bonnybridge.
Today less than 40% of work
carried out by Ingenco's engineers is on behalf of the Scottish
Utility. The 420 highly skilled
engineers and scientists offer
specialist engineering services
throughout the UK into the
Utility, Power Production and
Distribution, Mobile Telecommunication, Healthcare and
other Industrial Market Sectors.
Inevitably many of the Engineering Sectors that Ingenco service
struggle with `the paper
problem` - and non-more so
than their traditional Power
Production and Distribution
Sector.

Ingenco have inherited a
sophisticated and powerful
computer based system to help
them manage the paper
drawings, CAD and other
electronic drawing files as well as
keeping them up to date.
Ingenco's drawing management
system is based upon the
Spescom/Altris CAD-Connect
product and this system is linked
to AutoCAD and the GTXRaster
CAD Series of products.
By using the Altris system, there
is the potential for the Ingenco
transmission engineers and other
users to be able to make redline
comments on the latest
`revision` of a power drawing or
a schematic. These marked up
documents, from any location
within the organisation, are then
passed electronically to the
Drawing Office engineers, where
they are running the GTXRaster
CAD and AutoCAD software
concurrently in the Altris
environment.
Update to the scanned drawing
files is then done using the
GTXRaster CAD editing tools
before checking the new revision
of the electronic drawing back
into the Altris database.
The scale of the operation is
impressive. With an overall
database of more than 274,000
drawing files residing on the
central server in Cathcart, 32 of
the Altris seats have been
enabled with the GTXRaster CAD
product. Connected by a wide
area network, the GTX seats è

have been made available in all
the important regional centres
including 8 seats in East Kilbride,
4 in Motherwell, 3 in Glasgow, 2
in Edinburgh and 1 each in
Dumfries and Kilmarnock.
Further South, the clusters of GTX
seats reflect the recent
acquisition of the Merseyside and
North Wales Electricity Board
(MANWEB). To help fulfil the
responsibilities of the MANWEB
engineering services, 11
GTXRaster CAD's are located in
Prenton, near Chester and 2 in
Liverpool.
The hardware infrastructure in
support of the software facilities
includes 2 x OCE 9400 scanners
and 2 x HP-1055 plotter systems,
one located at East Kilbride and
one at Prenton.
Following this significant
investment in the software and
hardware technology required to
manage and update their
drawings electronically, what
facilities of the GTXRaster CAD
product are most important to
Ingenco?
Mr Bobby Laird, Ingenco's EDMS
Application Administration
Manager, commented that, " We
use GTXRaster CAD to help us
keep our drawing files up to date
and to help make them available
for everyone to view. When we
are editing or updating our
drawings, we often use the comprehensive Hybrid (Raster and
Vector) editing capabilities of
GTXRaster CAD. Having the
choice of working and editing in
either raster or vector while
making these changes is
important to us."

Mr Laird went on to add that, "At
the end of the update process,
the drawing files are rasterized
using GTXRaster CAD. This
enables the corrected, latest
revision of the drawing files to be
available for viewing by everybody, not just those with
AutoCAD on their PC's. Overall we
have found that updating our
drawing files using the hybrid
techniques of GTXRaster CAD has
proved to be more cost effective
and easier than anything else we
have used".
GTX look forward to helping
Ingenco maintain their record for
Ingenuity and high quality
service, as their skills and
experience are extended into
their new markets.
Find out more about Ingenco at
www.ingenco.co.uk.

Find out more about GTX at
www.gtx.com

GTX Corporation Company Profile:

The solutions are designed and
developed for use in Mechanical CAD
(MCAD), Automated Mapping and
Facilities Management (AM/FM),
Architectural, Engineering and
Construction (AEC), Geographical
Information Systems (GIS) and Service
Bureau (SB) markets.

GTX Corporation is the leading supplier
of scan-conversion and editing products
that provide complete integration and
interfacing between scanned drawing
archives and Computer Aided
Design/Drafting CAD systems.
GTX was founded in 1984 by Dr. Marvin
T. Ling, to bridge the gap between paper
engineering drawings and electronic
format (CAD) and to solve the timeconsuming problems of storing,
retrieving and editing paper drawings.
GTX is a privately held corporation
headquartered in Phoenix, Arizona with
offices in Basingstoke, England and
Taipei, Taiwan. GTX sells its products
through a network of authorized
distributors and resellers throughout the
Americas, Europe, Asia, the Pacific Rim,
the Middle East and Africa. The Company
also licenses its technology to third-party
CAD vendors for integration and sale
under their own private label.
GTX technology brings intelligence to
manually created drawings and allows
companies to gain productivity and
lower costs to effectively maintain, revise
and store their engineering documents.



The GTXRaster CAD® Series utilizes the
GTX Software Toolbox libraries for raster
editing and raster to vector conversion
within the AutoCAD® environment.The
range comprises of a series of modular
software programs, ranging from simple
trace-over, to highly intelligent conversion. Raster manipulation and editing
makes use of GTX's proprietary
Intelligent Object Picking (IOP) which
provides drafting modifications with the
ease of raster and the power of CAD.
Automatic conversion provides true
AutoCAD® geometric entities such as
lines, arcs, circles and text. The text
recognition module is based upon
hybrid-neural net technology. This allows
users to train the software to
automatically recognize text characters
associated with individual drawing types
and standards
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